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We are market leader and a renowned PET traps Manufacturer in India. We are also Pet
straps Exporter and Supplier of  PET straps and have an invetory of PET straps with wide
spefications. We offer PET Strap that are manufactured from superior quality PET Chips and
PET Flakes which are qulaity tested. Our PET straps are well-acclaimed across the globe due
to their excellent tensile strength & welding strength and optimum quality.

 
Ou state of art infrastructure and machines enables us to manufacturer pet straps which are
fabricated using advanced technology to meet high industrial standards at par with
international quality. Quality production line supported with skilled quality conscious manpower
we are capable of exporting and supplying bulk quantities of high grade PET Straps various
industries.
       Features And Advantage  PET STRAPS Over Conventional Steel Straps

PET Straps are economical In use for packaging : Due to low weight of PET straps as
compared to Steel straps for packagaing makes its more economical and reducing the freight
cost and easy handling   Corrosion Proof : PET strap is rust free and resistance to chemical
corrosive action which makes it more durable and long lasting also PET straps does not leaves
any packaing stains on the pack   Safety In usage of PET straps :  Any steel straps consit of
sharp dangerous edge which can result in injuries like cut to person handling the packagin
operation, since PET straps does not consist of any sharp edges as compared to stee straps
its always much safe for use and packing operation. PET strap create a safe work environment
for user because it does not 'Spring back' when removed, So there is no risk of injuries while
tensioning or cutting the strap   Resistant to Impact : Impact resistance of PET strap is five
times more than Steel Strap. PET strap possess higher Shock Absorbing capacity
charesteristic as compared to any steel strap these properties of PET straps makes it ideal for
for compressed rigid loads that require strapping tension through out handling & storage  
Elonagation Recovery : PET strap has slight Elasticity so, it tries to return to their original
position under tension. PET strap has good elongation recovery, while Steel strap has no
elongation recovery. PET strap maintains strap tension by contracting with the pack in the
event of pack settlement, where as steel strap may become loose if the pack configuration
changes   Printing : Printing on PET straps is easily possible which is almost impossible on
steel staps at low cost       PET Straps manufactured by us are used in various industries for
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fulfilling the packaging needs and serves as most economical strapping materials used for
packaging purposes.   PET straps manufactured by us maintains all industrial norms and
certification for developing flawless range of strapping products.
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